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Abstrat
Using Moleular Dynamis simulations based on the eetive hamiltonian developed by Zhong,
Vanderbilt and Rabe [Phys. Rev. Lett. 73, 1861 (1994)℄ (and tted on rst-priniples alulations
only), the tehnique of the thermodynami integration is applied to barium titanate. It allows
to ompute the dierene of free energy between marosopi states with dierent polarizations,
from the thermal averages of the fores ating on the loal modes. This is ahieved by performing
moleular dynamis under the onstraint of xed polarization. The Landau free energy is thus
interpreted as a potential of mean fore. The thermodynami integration diretly gives aess (nu-
merially) to the Landau free energy of barium titanate as a funtion of
~P , without any assumption
on its analytial form. This tehnique, mainly used in omputational hemistry, allows to make
a diret onnetion between phenomenologial theories and atomi-sale simulations. It is applied
and validated to the ase of BaTiO3 under xed volume. The results are ompared to available
phenomenologial potentials of the litterature.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Ferroeletri (FE) solids have been the subjet of many theoretial studies for a long time.
In partiular, the nature of their phase transitions, displaive versus order-disorder, and the
mirosopi mehanisms that might be responsible for them, the spae and time orrelation
of dipoles, the damping of the soft mode in the high-temperature phases, have attrated
very soon muh interest sine these phenomena are of fundamental interest to understand
the deep nature of ferroeletriity.
From a phenomenologial point of view, FE phase transitions are well desribed in the
framework of the Landau theory. This theory assumes the existene of a so-alled Landau
free energy F˜ (N, V, T, ~P ), that an be seen as an "inomplete" thermodynami potential[1℄:
F˜ (N, V, T, ~P ) = −kBT lnZ˜(N, V, T, ~P ), (1)
in whih Z˜(~P ) is an inomplete partition funtion dened by
Z˜(N, V, T, ~P ) =
∑
i/~P
e−ǫi/kBT (2)
In this expression, the summation is extended over the mirosopi states (i) with energy ǫi
exhibiting a polarization equal to
~P . In Landau theory, the equilibrium order parameter ~P
is obtained as the value minimizing the Landau free energy.
The Landau theory has been suessfully applied to BaTiO3 (BTO) by Devonshire in
the ftees[2, 3, 4℄. He expanded the Landau free energy in power series up to sixth order
in the three omponents of the polarization Px, Py and Pz. Assuming a linear dependene
with temperature of the oeient of the P 2 term (as stated by Landau theory), he showed
that the three phase transitions of barium titanate an be desribed with a relatively simple
expression of the free energy. Sine this pionnering work, Landau theory has been applied
to barium titanate in many other forms than bulk (lms[5℄, wires[6℄) and to many other
ferroeletris[7℄.
The diret alulation of the Landau free energy requires two things:
(1) performing simulations with xed polarization, whih an be ahieved easily within
onstrained Moleular Dynamis (with modied equations of motion obtained from la-
grangian formalism), or by applying a suitable external eletri eld[1℄.
(2) alulating the thermodynami potential.
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This last point is the most diult sine standard simulation tehniques suh as Monte
Carlo (MC) or Moleular Dynamis (MD) do not give a diret aess to the free energy,
that an not be attained as the thermal average of some mirosopi quantity. These two
tehniques only give aess to marosopi states of the system that are minima of the
thermodynami potential.
The oeients of the free energy expansion for barium titanate have been alulated
from the rst-priniples derived eetive hamiltonian of Zhong et al[8, 9℄ in an elegant way
by In˜iguez et al[1℄ through Monte Carlo simulations under applied external eletri eld.
Although Monte Carlo only gives aess to the minima of the free energy, these authors used
the external eld to displae the minima in the 3-D spae (Px, Py, Pz) and get aess to
the oeients of the expansion and their temperature dependene. In fat, their approah
ould have been extended to obtain the derivatives of the free energy with respet to the
polarization at various points, and thus, by integration, get aess to the free energy as a
funtion of
~P without any assumption on its analytial form. The approah we propose in
this artile is formally equivalent to this point.
Indeed, some eient tehniques do exist to get diretly insight into the thermodynami
potential (or more preisely into dierenes of thermodynami potential), suh as umbrella
sampling[10, 11℄, free energy perturbation[12℄ or thermodynami integration[13℄. The basi
idea of thermodynami integration is to nd a "reation oordinate" λ joining ontinuously
two marosopi states λ0 and λ1, and alulate the derivative of the free energy with respet
to λ (normally aessible within onstrained MD) along this path. This derivative an thus
be integrated to obtain the dierene of free energy between λ0 and λ1:
F˜ (λ1)− F˜ (λ0) =
∫ λ1
λ0
{
∂F˜
∂λ
(λ)
}
NV T
dλ, (3)
or even the whole free energy prole along the path. In this formula, F˜ (λ) is the inom-
plete thermodynami potential dened above.
In most ases, this yields:
F˜ (λ1)− F˜ (λ0) =
∫ λ1
λ0
〈
∂U
∂λ
〉
NV T
dλ, (4)
in whih U is the potential energy[14℄.
This tehnique is widely used in omputational hemistry and hemial physis, two
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elds in whih sientists are interested in alulating free energy proles along a reation
oordinate λ to obtain the ativation free energy of a hemial reation or its equilibrium
onstant (related to the standart hange in free energy). The free energy for a given value of
λ (referened to that with λ0) is interpreted as the "potential of mean fore" on the reation
oordinate
F˜ (λ)− F˜ (λ0) = −
∫ λ
λ0
〈f(λ′)〉 dλ′, (5)
i.e. the potential related to the averaged fore ating on the reation oordinate λ (usu-
ally −f(λ) is the external fore that must be applied to maintain the reation oordinate
invariant).
In our ase, if we hoose for λ the polarization and take as starting point (λ=0) the
paraeletri state of BTO at some given temperature, it is thus formally possible to get
aess to the free energy for any value of
~P , i.e. the Landau free energy of the ferroeletri
rystal. Thus we interpret the Landau free energy as a potential of mean fore, alulated
as a funtion of the polarization, onsidered as the reation oordinate. Chemists have been
using this tehnique for a long time to alulate reation free energies and ativation free
energies along paths dened by a reation oordinate[15℄. In this paper, we transpose the
thermodynami integration tehnique to the eld of ferroeletriity.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
A. Eetive Hamiltonian
We adopt the formalism of the Eetive Hamiltonian[8, 9℄. In this approximation, the
number of degrees of freedom of the perovskite (15 per ABO3 unit ell) is redued to 6 per
ABO3 unit ell, hosen to be loal olletive displaements onstruted from the lowest-
energy eigenvetors of the fore onstant matrix. Two kinds of suh modes are onsidered:
the "loal modes" ~ui, that roughly represent the dipole in eah unit ell, and the "displae-
ment modes" ~vi, desribing the inhomogeneous strain. The use of suh degrees of freedom
has revealed to be eient and suient to desribe orretly the thermodynamis of BTO
(in partiular its omplex sequene of phase transitions). In terms of these relevant degrees
of freedom, the potential energy is the Eetive Hamiltonian Heff({~ui} , {~vi} ,
{
ηHl
}
), ηHl
4
being the homogeneous strain tensor.
The loal modes ~ui are related to the polarization by:
~P =
Z∗
Ω
∑
i
~ui, (6)
where Ω is the volume of the superell and Z∗ the eetive harge of the loal modes.
We dene an average loal mode ~u:
~u =
1
N
∑
i
~ui, (7)
in whih N is the number of unit ells in the superell. Fixing ~P is thus equivalent to x ~u
and we use ~u for onveniene in the following (we alulate the free energy as a funtion as
~u). ~u has the dimension of a displaement.
B. Moleular dynamis under xed polarization
Our approah in this work is based on moleular dynamis (MD). The rst-priniples
derived hamiltonian of Zhong et al an be solved either via Monte Carlo simulations or
Moleular Dynamis, that should yield similar results under the ergodiity hypothesis. We
have already validated the MD method with the eetive hamiltonian on barium titanate[16℄
and showed that its omplex sequene of phase transitions as well as the temperature evo-
lution of the polarization and strain an be reprodued suessfully as it is in Monte Carlo.
This is ahieved by ombining the Nosé-Hoover[17, 18, 19℄ (to x the temperature) and
the Parinello-Rahman[20℄ (to x the pressure/stress) algorithms. More details about this
moleular dynamis are given in Appendix B.
Anyway, to alulate dierenes of free energy along a path indexed by polarization
(reation oordinate), it is neessary to perform MD under xed polarization. Additional
fores have to be added in the dynamial equations of motion that ensure the onstraint∑
i ~ui = N~u. These additional fores an be found in a simple manner starting from the
lagrangian formalism. Let us all L the lagrangian of the system without onstraint, and L′
that of the system with onstraint.
L′ = L−
∑
α
ξα(
∑
i
uiα −Nuα) (8)
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in whih ξα are Lagrange multipliers and α = x, y and z. Applying the Lagrange equations
on L′ gives a new set of equations of motion for the loal modes:
mlm
d2uiα
dt2
= f lmiα − ξα, (9)
in whih mlm is the mass assoiated to the loal modes[16℄ and f
lm
iα the α-omponent of
the fore ating on the ith loal mode. Summing over i gives immediately the value of the
Lagrange multiplier along α:
Nξα(t) =
∑
i
f lmiα (t) (10)
Maintaining the polarization xed is thus equivalent to add to the fore ating on eah loal
mode (and at eah time step) a term equal to (minus) the (spae-)average of the fores. The
total external fore that must be applied to maintain
~P xed is thus −
∑
i
~f lmi .∑
i
~f lmi will be thus qualied in the following of this paper as the (internal) fore "ating
on the polarization" (one must apply its opposite to the system so as to maintain the
polarization invariant).
The equations of motion of the displaement modes ~vi are not aeted by the onstraint.
C. Thermodynami integration
The appliation of the tehnique of the thermodynami integration yields in our ase:
F˜ (~u)− F˜0 = −
∮ ∑
i
〈
~f lmi
〉
(~u′).d~u′, (11)
in whih a ontinuous path is assumed from ~u = ~0 to ~u. F˜ is the free energy of the entire
superell, and the summation is over all the loal modes of the superell. N,V and T are
assumed onstant along this path. A proof of this equation is given in Appendix A. For
eah point of the path, the thermal average of the fores is alulated under xed ~u. In the
previous formula, F˜0 = F˜ (~u = ~0).
In the partiular ase of a linear path along the α-axis:
F˜ (uα)− F˜0 = −
∫ uα
0
∑
i
〈
f lmiα
〉
(u′α)du
′
α, (12)
in whih the alulation is performed along the α diretion (uα is the α omponent of ~u,
and uβ 6=α=0 along the path).
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The formula an be written in a loal form:
~∇~uF˜ (~u) = −
∑
i
〈
~f lmi
〉
(~u) (13)
The Landau free energy is thus the potential of mean fore ating on the polarization. It is
the integral of minus the thermal average of the total fore that is ating on the polarization
(i.e. the total external fore that must be added to maintain the onstraint). Written as an
innitesimal variation
dF (~u) = −
∑
i
〈
~f lmi
〉
(~u).d~u, (14)
the right hand-side member an be interpreted as a (thermodynami) work and the link
with the basi laws of thermodynamis is easy (see Appendix C).
If we dene a free energy per unit ell Φ(~u), and an average fore per unit ell also
〈
~f
〉
,
we get the very simple expression: 〈
~f
〉
= −~∇~uΦ (15)
We have thus to perform onstrained MD simulations at dierent values of uα, and
alulate in eah ase the thermal average of the sum of the fores ating on the loal
modes. This is why MD is well suited to Thermodynami Integration sine the fores are
diretly available.
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
We perform Moleular Dynamis (MD) based on the Eetive Hamiltonian of Ref. 9
using the ode desribed in Ref. 16. We use a 12×12×12 superell with periodi bound-
ary onditions for the thermodynami integration. For the diret MD simulations, we also
use this size of superell, exepting below the phase transition, in whih nite-size eets
are responsible for rapid reversal of the polarization: in that ase we use 14×14×14 and
16×16×16 superells (10 K below the phase transition) to improve the quality of the numer-
ial results. The equations of motion are solved within the well-known Verlet algorithm. We
use a Nosé-Hoover[17, 18, 19℄ thermostat to ontrol the temperature. The paths over whih
the integration is performed are sampled with a step of ∆u = 0.001a0 (a0 is the BTO lattie
onstant obtained from the LDA[33℄). Eah simulation with xed polarization is performed
on 10
5
steps, the thermal averages being omputed on the 50000 last steps. The time step
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is xed to 2 × 10−15 s. All the free energy urves presented herafter are performed at xed
strain tensor, and eah urve orresponds to a xed temperature, to ensure we alulate a
(Helmholtz) free energy urve F˜ (N, V, T, ~u).
The thermodynami integration along the α diretion is simply performed, from zero to
uα = n∆u, via: ∫ n∆u
0
∑
i
〈
f lmiα
〉
(u′α)du
′
α = ∆u
n∑
k=0
∑
i
〈
f lmiα
〉
(k.∆u),
the thermal average being performed for eah value of k under xed polarization (= k∆u).
IV. THERMODYNAMICS OF BATIO3 UNDER FIXED VOLUME.
We apply our method to the ase of BaTiO3 under xed volume. This system has been
studied very soon, and it was suggested from Landau theory[3, 21℄ that BTO under xed
volume might undergo a seond-order phase transition at the Curie temperature. Several
experiments[21, 22℄ have onrmed that lamped BaTiO3 has the oeient of P
4
(in the
Landau-Devonshire expansion) positive, making the paraeletri-ferroeletri transition of
seond order.
A. Isotropi strain
We rst fous on BTO onstrained to have a ubi unit ell, with a strain tensor frozen
to the values found in its high-temperature ubi phase from diret MD simulations[16℄:
η1 = η2 = η3 =0.0121 and η4 = η5 = η6=0.0. This orresponds to a lattie onstant of 3.995
Å. We note that these strains result from the appliation of a negative pressure -4.8 GPa (i.e.
positive stress tensor σxx = σyy = σzz =4.8 GPa), whih is the one used by Zhong et al[9℄
to orret the underestimation of the lattie onstant by the Loal Density Approximation
(LDA). Moreover, the strain is dened here with respet to this ubi LDA ground state
(lattie onstant 7.46 a.u.).
Using the Nosé-Hoover MD method, we rst perform simulations to determine the tem-
perature evolution of the polarization and the possible phase transitions. In fat we only
nd one phase transition in that ase, from ubi (high T) to rhombohedral (low T) (Fig. 1)
at ≈ 280 K. Zhong et al[9℄ have already notied this point through MC simulations on BTO,
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but with a homogeneous strain tensor frozen entirely to zero. Moreover, the transition seems
to be seond order or at least weakly rst-order (the utuations just below the Curie tem-
perature are very large and nite-size eets make the polarization ip from a diretion to
another, whih makes it diult to disriminate).
FIG. 1: Temperature evolution of the three omponents of the polarization from diret MD simula-
tions (without onstraint). The polarization minimizing the Landau free energy is shown in orange
irles (5 alulations surrounding the phase transition). A 12×12×12 superell is used exept
below the transition where the superell size is 14×14×14 and 16×16×16 between Tc-10K and Tc.
We now turn to thermodynami integration for a set of seleted temperatures surrounding
the Curie temperature: T=320, 300, 280, 260 and 240 K. We perform the integration along
two paths starting from ~u = ~0 and going to 0.025a0~ex (along [100℄) and to 0.025a0(~ex+~ey+~ez)
(along [111℄). The free energy, resulting from the integration of the thermal averages of the
total fores along the seond path (i.e. along [111℄), is shown on Fig. 2. The minima of the
free energy are reported on Fig. 1 (orange irles) for the ve temperatures: as expeted, the
results obtained by diret Moleular Dynamis orrespond to the minima of the free energy.
We have also omputed the prole of the free energy along the [100℄ diretion, leading to
globally higher free energies than along [111℄.
Interestingly, the rhombohedral ferroeletri phase obtained at low temperature does not
exhibit shear strain (sine shear strain is xed to zero) as it would be the ase for a stress-free
rystal. Instead, we observe a shear stress, as an be seen on Fig. 5 (inset): the non-diagonal
omponents of the stress tensor are not zero at low temperature and derease to zero at the
9
FIG. 2: Landau free energy of ubi BTO (xed volume) along [111℄ for 5 temperatures. F0 is
the free energy of the paraeletri state for eah temperature. The ve urves plot F˜ (N,V, T, ~u)−
F˜ (N,V, T, ~u = ~0) as a funtion of ux (= uy = uz) along [111℄.
transition.
B. Tetragonal strain
As another example, we freeze the strain to the values found in the tetragonal phase
at T=280 K, i.e. η1 = 0.01755, η2 = η3 = 0.01027 and η4 = η5 = η6 = 0.0 (as in the
previous ase, these strains orresponds to a negative hydrostati pressure of -4.8 GPa at
this temperature). The orresponding lattie onstants are a=4.017 Å and b==3.988 Å.
We rst perform diret moleular dynamis simulations from T=260 to 400K (Fig. 3). The
system slowly evolves from ferroeletri to paraeletri, the transition temperature being at
≈ T=375 K.
We also alulate under this xed strain tensor the free energy as a funtion of ux (with
uy = uz = 0.0), for eight temperatures (from 260 to 380K) and plot it on Fig. 4. The values
of ux diretly found by moleular dynamis orrespond to the minima of the Landau free
energy urve, as expeted (the values minimizing the free energy are reported on Fig. 3, in
orange irles). Interestingly, the transition is also seond order or weakly rst-order: within
the numerial auray of our alulations, the evolution of the Landau free energy urves
as a funtion of temperature follow the well-known trends of seond order transitions, with
a ontinuous evolution from a double-well to a single-well (with minimum at zero) urve.
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FIG. 3: Temperature evolution of the x omponent of the polarization from diret MD simulations
(without onstraint) in the ase of tetragonal BTO (tetragonality along x). The y and z omponents
are not shown sine they are zero. The polarization minimizing the Landau free energy is shown
in orange irles (8 alulations). A 12×12×12 superell is used exept below the transition where
the superell size is 14×14×14 and 16×16×16 between Tc-10K and Tc.
FIG. 4: Landau free energy of tetragonal BTO (xed volume) along [100℄ for 8 temperatures around
the phase transition.
In the range of temperature onsidered (260-400K), we do not nd any orthorhombi
phase. Suh a phase naturally appears when the simulation is performed under xed pressure
and not under xed volume[9, 16℄.
The seond-order (or weakly rst-order) harater of the two phase transitions is illus-
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trated by the temperature evolution of the stress tensor omponents (Fig. 5), that do not
exhibit disontinuities at the phase transition.
FIG. 5: Temperature evolution of the stress tensor in the two ases studied under xed volume
(ubi and tetragonal). The strain is frozen in both ases to values obtained from diret MD
simulations at a negative hydrostati pressure -4.8 GPa (i.e. positive stress tensor), whih explains
why the stress tensor diagonal omponents have very high values around 4.8 GPa.
C. Comparison with phenomenologial potentials
Sine the work of Devonshire, the thermodynamis of barium titanate has been the sub-
jet of many phenomenologial studies, and several Landau potentials have been proposed
as expansions in power series of
~P up to 6th or 8th order for this material. The Landau
potential is more often given as a Gibbs free energy and for a stress-free rystal (σ=0).
Converting to an Helmholtz free energy[23, 24℄, F − F0(= ∆F ) usually writes as the
sum of three terms, in whih it appears as a funtion of temperature, strain tensor η and
polarization:
∆F (η, T ; ~P ) = FL(T ; ~P ) + Fel(η, T ) + Fc(η, T ; ~P ), (16)
in whih η denotes the strain tensor (given in Voigt notations) and
12
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Fel(η, T ) =
C11
2
(η21 + η
2
2 + η
2
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+C12(η1η2 + η1η3 + η2η3) +
C44
2
(η24 + η
2
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2
6),
where the Cij are the elasti onstants,
Fc(η, T ; ~P ) = −q11(η1P
2
x + η2P
2
y + η3P
2
z )
−q12(η1(P
2
y + P
2
z ) + η2(P
2
x + P
2
z ) + η3(P
2
x + P
2
y ))
−q44(η6PxPy + η5PxPz + η4PyPz),
where the qij are the eletrostritive oeients.
The oeients entering the expression of FL are the same as those entering the
free energy of the stress-free rystal, exepting the 4
th
-order oeients, that must be
renormalized[23, 24℄. These renormalized 4
th
-order oeients αη11 and α
η
12 are alulated
from α11 and α12 (from the stress-free rystal) and from the elasti and eletrostritive
oeients[23℄. In the following, we will use the values of Ref. 23 to alulate these renor-
malized oeients.
This funtion F −F0 should be diretly omparable to the free energy we have alulated
by thermodynami integration. We will restrain to the omparison with two reent studies
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that have proposed 8
th
-order expansions of the Landau free energy: Li et al[25℄ and Wang
et al[26, 27℄. However, the reader must be autionned that the omparison is not always
relevant for the following reasons:
(i) the strains have not the same referene in the two models: in the eetive hamiltonian
the strain is dened with respet to the ubi Pm3¯m LDA ground state (lattie onstant
7.46 a.u.), whih auses problems in the omparison of the quadrati oeients of F .
(ii) the eetive hamiltonian has a Curie temperature ≈ 120 K lower than the true one.
Thus the quadrati oeient, that is expeted to evolve with T as a(T − T0), will be
naturally strongly shifted with respet to the phenomenologial potentials, that reprodue
muh better the transition temperatures.
(iii) nally, some free energy urves an give very dierent oeients aording to the
degree of the polynomial funtion with whih they are tted.
For these reasons, we have prefered to plot the quadrati oeient as obtained from our
alulations without orretion. From a general point of view, the oeients tted on our
data have orders of magnitude in good agreement with the phenomenologial potentials,
although their temperature evolution appears as more omplex, as already pointed out by
In˜iguez et al[1℄.
1. Isotropi strain ase
In the rst ase studied (isotropi strain), we have Px = Py = Pz and η1 = η2 = η3. Thus
the free energy writes:
∆F (η, T ;Px) = 3(α1 − (q11 + 2q12)η1)P
2
x
+3(αη11 + α
η
12)P
4
x + 3(α111 + 2α112 + α123/3)P
6
x
+3(α1111 + 2α1112 + α1122 + α1123)P
8
x + Fel
The urves of Fig. 2 have been tted on 8
th
order polynomial funtions (without odd
term).
The oeients of the high-order terms give aess to omplex ombinations of the α
oeients (α1111 + 2α1112 + α1122 + α1123 and α111 + 2α112 + α123/3). The oeient of P
4
x
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is plotted on Fig. 6-a together with αη11 + α
η
12 alulated from the potentials of Wang et al
and Li et al. It falls just between the two and has the same sign as that of Wang.
FIG. 6: Temperature evolution of α
η
11 + α
η
12 (a) and α
η
11 (b) aording to Wang et al (orange
diamonds) and Li et al (blue irles). Red diamonds: oeient of P 4x , alulated from the isotropi
strain ase and divided by 3 (a), and alulated from the tetragonal strain ase (b).
The oeient of P 2x is plotted on Fig. 7-a as well as α1 alulated from the potentials of
Wang et al and Li et al. As already said, they are not diretly omparable sine under xed
strain, α1 should be renormalized by a onstant term α1−η1(q11+2q12). Anyway the slopes
are lose. The term found from our alulation approximately varies with T as a(T − T0)
with T0 ≈ 270K, whih roughly orresponds to the transition temperature in the isotropi
strain ase.
2. Tetragonal ase
In the tetragonal ase, we have Py = Pz = 0 and η2 = η3. Thus, the Landau free energy
writes:
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FIG. 7: Temperature evolution of α1 (a and b) aording to Wang et al (orange diamonds) and Li
et al (blue irles). Red diamonds: oeient of P 2x , alulated from the isotropi strain ase (a),
and alulated from the tetragonal strain ase (b).
∆F (η, T ;Px) = α1P
2
x + α
η
11P
4
x + α111P
6
x + α1111P
8
x
−q11η1P
2
x − 2q12η2P
2
x + Fel
Then, as in the previous setion, we have tted the urves of Fig. 4 obtained by the
thermodynami integration by polynomial funtions up to 8
th
order. For eah temperature,
we get a set of 4 oeients that we now ompare to the ones of Wang el al and Li et al.
The highest order terms should diretly orrespond to the α111 and α1111 oeients. The
values provided by our data orrespond very well to the phenomenologial ones above ≈ 325
K (Fig. 8). Below this temperature, these oeients strongly vary.
The variation of the P 4x oeient, that should ompare diretly to α
η
11, reveals more
omplex (Fig. 6-b), as well as that of the quadrati one (Fig. 7-b).
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FIG. 8: Temperature evolution of the α1111 and α111 oeients aording to Wang et al (orange
diamonds) and Li et al (blue irles). Red diamonds: oeients of the P 8x (a) and P
6
x (b) terms
as obtained from our alulations in the tetragonal strain ase.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have proposed and validated a method to alulate numerially the
Landau free energy of a ferroeletri material, without any assumption on its analytial
form and using the eetive hamiltonian of Zhong et al[9℄ diretly tted on rst-priniples
alulations. It is based on the tehnique of the thermodynami integration oupled with
Moleular Dynamis performed at xed temperature (Nosé-Hoover) and xed polarization
along paths in the 3-D spae (Px, Py, Pz). Although possible also with Monte Carlo sim-
ulations, Moleular Dynamis is well suited to this kind of problem sine thermodynami
integration requires to alulate the fores, diretly available within MD.
The method has been applied to the ase of BTO under xed volume and showed that
minima of the alulated Landau free energy orrespond to the results of diret MD simu-
lations. The results have been ompared with some available phenomenologial potentials.
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This method onnets diretly the phenomenologial theories to the atomi-sale simu-
lations. The next step is to extend the simulations to the isothermal-isobari ensemble to
obtain the Gibbs free energy as a funtion of polarization. This will be ahieved by oupling
Nosé-Hoover, Parinello-Rahman and also xed polarization moleular dynamis. Other ex-
tensions of this approah an be imagined, suh as the omputation of entropy proles as a
funtion of
~P , the appliation to low-dimensional systems and to omplex perovskite (with
antiferrodistortions) and multiferroi materials, where the free energy ould be omputed as
a funtion of polarization and tilt angle or magnetization[28℄.
The method also oers a wide freedom to use any internal parameter of the system as
variable to expand the free energy[14℄.
VI. APPENDIX A: THE LANDAU FREE ENERGY AS A POTENTIAL OF MEAN
FORCE
In this setion we give proofs for Eq. 11, very similar to demonstrations that an be found
in the hemial sienti litterature on thermodynami integration[13, 14, 15, 29℄. Let us
onsidere two marosopi states of the system (1) and (2), eah dened by (N,V,T), but
having dierent polarizations
~P = Z∗/Ω
∑
i ~ui = NZ
∗/Ω~u. It is more onvenient to work
with the average loal mode ~u, related to ~P only by a onstant fator.
We introdue as usual an inomplete free energy, for a xed value of ~u, dened by
F˜ (N, V, T, ~u) = −kBT lnZ˜(N, V, T, ~u), (17)
Z˜(N, V, T, ~u) being an inomplete partition funtion dened by a summation over the mi-
rosopi states having a polarization equal to
~P = NZ∗/Ω~u.
The dierene of free energy between state (1) and state (2) is
F˜ (N, V, T, ~u2)− F˜ (N, V, T, ~u1) =
∮ {
∂F˜
∂~u
}
N,V,T
.d~u, (18)
in whih the derivative with respet to a vetor denotes the gradient operator
~∇~u =
(∂/∂ux, ∂/∂uy, ∂/∂uz).
∮
is the integral over a ontinuous path joining (1) to (2) in the
3-D spae (ux, uy, uz).
We have thus to alulate the term
∂F˜
∂~u
= −
kBT
Z˜
∂Z˜
∂~u
(19)
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We start by alulating the inomplete partition funtion Z˜(N, V, T, ~u)
Z˜(N, V, T, ~u) =
∑
r/~u
e−βEr (20)
(r) denoting the mirosopi states and the summation being over the (r) with polar-
ization
~P = NZ∗/Ω~u and β = 1/kBT . We use the lassial approximation to alulate Z˜
and omit in the following N,V,T in the notations, all the partial derivatives being performed
at onstant N, V, T . In this framework, the partition funtion is an integral over the phase
spae, the summation being restrited to the mirosopi states satisfying the onstraint∑
i ~ui = N~u. It writes[14, 30℄:
Z˜(~u) =
1
h3N
∫
d~p1...d~pN
∫
d~u1...d~uN
×δ(
∑
i
~ui −N~u)e
−βE(~p1...~pN ,~u1...~uN),
In this expression, the energy of the mirostates is:
E(~p1...~pN , ~u1...~uN) =
N∑
i=1
~p2i
2mlm
+Heff(~u1...~uN )
The ~pi are the onjuguate momenta of the loal modes ~ui. In the expression of Z˜, N !
is not introdued sine the loal modes, whih orrespond to well identied unit ells, are
disernable. Moreover we do not write the displaement modes ~vi for simpliity.
Integrating over the ~pi yields:
Z˜(~u) =
{
2πmkBT
h2
}3N/2 ∫
d~u1...d~uN
×δ(
∑
i
~ui −N~u)e
−βHeff (~u1...~uN)
This integral an be alulated in several manners. One an remove the Dira funtion
by replaing one of the ~ui by N~u−
∑
j 6=i ~uj. For instane,
Z˜(~u) =
{
2πmkBT
h2
}3N/2 ∫
d~u1...d~uN−1
×e−βH
eff (~u1,...~uN−1,N~u−
PN−1
i=1 ~ui)
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The mirosopi states satisfying the onstraint thus appear as funtions of ~u and in-
dexed by ~u1, ~u2, ...~uN−1, ~p1...~pN . This is more obvious by rewriting: H
eff
~u1...~uN−1
(~u) =
Heff(~u1...~uN−1, N~u−
∑N−1
i=1 ~ui),
Z˜(~u) =
{
2πmkBT
h2
}3N/2 ∫
d~u1...d~uN−1
×e
−βHeff
~u1...~uN−1
(~u)
The derivative with respet to ~u is:
∂F˜
∂~u
= −
kBT
Z˜
∂Z˜
∂~u
=
∫
d~u1...d~uN−1
∂Heff~u1...~uN−1(~u)
∂~u
×
e
−βHeff
~u1...~uN−1
(~u)
∫
d~u1...d~uN−1e
−βHeff
~u1...~uN−1
(~u)
,
whih an be rewritten:
∂F˜
∂~u
=
1
h3N
∫
d~p1...d~pN
∫
d~u1...d~uNδ(
∑
i
~ui −N~u)
×
∂Heff~u1...~uN−1(~u)
∂~u
e−βE~p1...~pN ,~u1...~uN (~u)
Z˜
One reognizes the thermal average (under xed polarization) in the anonial ensemble
of the mirosopi quantity
∂Heff
~u1...~uN−1
(~u)
∂~u
.
This quantity is in fat:
∂Heff~u1...~uN−1(~u)
∂~u
= N
∂Heff
∂~uN
= −N ~fN , (21)
in whih
~fN is the fore ating on the N
th
loal mode.
And nally,
∂F˜
∂~u
= −N
〈
~fN
〉
(22)
It is lear that the N
th
loal mode does not have a partiular role. It appears here beause
of the hoie made to alulate the initial integral. If we had hosen to remove ~u1 instead
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of ~uN , we would have found
∂F˜
∂~u
= −N
〈
~f1
〉
(23)
In fat, the system is ompletely homogeneous and the thermal average of the fores does
not depend on the site on whih it is alulated:
〈
~f1
〉
=
〈
~f2
〉
= ... =
〈
~fN
〉
(24)
To improve the statistis of the thermal average, it is more interesting to alulate the
thermal averages of all the fores and to sum them:{
∂F˜
∂~u
}
N,V,T
= −
N∑
i=1
〈
~fi
〉
(25)
The thermal average in this expression is performed at xed polarization. The quantity
that must be integrated is thus the mean fore ating on the "reation oordinate", i.e.
the polarization (this is the total fore that has to be added in the equations of motion to
maintain the polarization onstant). The free energy is thus the potential of the mean fore
ating on the polarization.
We note that in some ases, the use of more omplex reation oordinates an give rise
to more omplex expressions for the derivative of the free energy[14, 30℄. This is not the
ase here.
Very similar arguments in the isothermal-isobari ensemble lead to{
∂G˜
∂~u
}
N,P,T
= −
N∑
i=1
〈
~fi
〉
, (26)
whih is formally the same expression, exept that the thermal average must be performed
under xed temperature, pressure and ~u. This simple extension is related to the fat that
loal modes and homogeneous strain are independent variables of the Eetive Hamiltonian.
In term of polarization (instead of average loal mode), it writes:{
∂G˜
∂ ~P
}
N,P,T
= −
Ω
NZ∗
N∑
i=1
〈
~fi
〉
, (27)
The alulation of
∂G˜
∂~u
ould be performed by using the Parinello-Rahman[20℄ sheme
ombined to Nosé-Hoover and xed polarization.
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VII. APPENDIX B: MOLECULAR DYNAMICS USING EFFECTIVE HAMILTO-
NIANS
The eetive hamiltonian is solved in our approah by Moleular Dynamis[16℄. We
desribe here the main features of this approah. A spei mass is aeted to the loal
modes and displaement modes, and these degrees of freedom evolve in time aording to
the Newton equations of motion. At eah time, the fores ating on these loal modes derive
from the eetive hamiltonian:
mlm
d2~ui
dt2
= −
∂Heff
∂~ui
= ~f lmi (28)
mdsp
d2~vi
dt2
= −
∂Heff
∂~vi
= ~f dspi (29)
where lm and dsp stand respetively for loal mode and displaement mode. These
equations are integrated numerially within the well-known Verlet algorithm[31℄: the loal
mode at time t + h (h is the time step) is omputed from the loal modes at t and t − h,
using the fores alulated at t:
~ui(t+ h) = 2~ui(t)− ~ui(t− h) +
h2
mlm
~f lmi (t) (30)
and idem for the displaement modes.
To x the temperature, we have implemented the Nosé-Hoover method[17, 18, 19℄. This
method onsists in adding to the system a titious degree of freedom s representing the
thermostat, and that ouples to the equations of motion, aording to:
mlm
d2~ui
dt2
= ~f lmi −mlmζ(t)
d~ui
dt
mdsp
d2~vi
dt2
= ~f dspi −mdspζ(t)
d~vi
dt
dζ
dt
= −
kBgT (t)
Q
(
T0
T (t)
− 1)
where T(t) and T0 are respetively the instantaneous and targetted temperature, g is the
number of degrees of freedom in the system, and ζ(t) = dlns
dt
(t). Q is the so-alled Nosé
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mass, that must be hosen orretly so that the exhange of energy between the system and
the thermostat are neither too slow nor too fast. The veloities at time step t are alulated
from the Ferrario algorithm[32℄:
d~ui
dt
(t) =
3~ui(t)− 4~ui(t− h) + ~ui(t− 2h)
2h
(31)
VIII. APPENDIX C: RELATIONSHIP TO THERMODYNAMICS
The basi laws of thermodynamis allow to write:
dF = δW ′ − PdV − SdT (32)
where δW ′ is the work of external fores other than pressure fores, and −PdV is the
work of pressure fores. A system evolving reversibly under onstant N,V and T obeys:
dF = δW ′.
In our ase, the variation of the mean loal mode from ~u to ~u + d~u (whih has the
dimension of a distane) is related to the work of the fore −
∑
i
〈
~f lmi
〉
, i.e.:
dF = δW ′ = −
∑
i
〈
~f lmi
〉
.d~u (33)
The Landau free energy variation is thus the work of (minus) the mean fore ating on
the polarization (this is the external fore added to maintain the onstraint in the moleular
dynamis).
For the Gibbs free energy:
dG = δW ′ + V dP − SdT (34)
and a system evolving reversibly under onstant N,P and T obeys: dG = δW ′. Thus in suh
onditions
dG = δW ′ = −
∑
i
〈
~f lmi
〉
.d~u (35)
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